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Type annotations provide a link between program variables and
domain-specific types. When combined with a type system, these
annotations can enable early fault detection. For type annotations
to be cost-effective in practice, they need to be both accurate and
affordable for developers. We lack, however, an understanding of
how burdensome type annotation is for developers. Hence, this
work explores three fundamental questions: 1) how accurately do
developers make type annotations; 2) how long does a single annotation take; and, 3) if a system could automatically suggest a type
annotation, how beneficial to accuracy are correct suggestions and
how detrimental are incorrect suggestions? We present results of
a study of 71 programmers using 20 random code artifacts that
contain variables with physical unit types that must be annotated.
Subjects choose a correct type annotation only 51% of the time and
take an average of 136 seconds to make a single correct annotation.
Our qualitative analysis reveals that variable names and reasoning
over mathematical operations are the leading clues for type selection. We find that suggesting the correct type boosts accuracy to
73%, while making a poor suggestion decreases accuracy to 28%. We
also explore what state-of-the-art automated type annotation systems can and cannot do to help developers with type annotations,
and identify implications for tool developers.

1

INTRODUCTION

Type checking is one of the most successful and enduring approaches for ensuring desirable program properties [6, 29, 35, 39,
40]. Indeed, many empirical studies confirm the benefits of type
systems [13, 27, 36, 43, 46]. For example, Prechelt et al. [36] demonstrated that type checking introduces fewer defects and allows
programmers to remove those defects faster, Hannenberg et al. [13]
claimed static types improve maintainability, and Spiza et al. [43]
showed that type names alone even without static type checking
improves the usability of APIs.
Conceptually, type checking consists of three elements: 1) a type
system to define the abstract theory that can ensure the desired
property; 2) a type mechanism to enforce type consistency; and, 3) a
type association to link program variables to their corresponding
types. Type association can occur through different means. For
common types such as int, float, or string the association is
often supported by the programming language and occurs when a
variable is declared or is assigned some data of a known type.
For more domain-specific types [12, 18, 31, 53], however, developers must typically incorporate type annotations1 [6] into the code
to link a variable with a type, thereby making the type association.
Several efforts have explored the benefits of such type annotations.
For example, in the context of JavaScript, Gao et al. [12] found
that type annotations help find 15% of bugs in open-source projects.
In Java, Xiang et al. [53] showed the fault detection potential of
annotating with real-world types, where variables represent measurable quantities in the real world. For C++, Ore et al. [31] check
the physical unit type consistency of files written for the Robot
Operating System (ROS) [37] using type associations in a built-in
map from class attributes of ROS libraries to physical unit types.
For C, Jiang and Su [18] checked programs for dimensional unit
correctness using lightweight type annotations.
Just like other kinds of code annotation, creating type annotations is a burden for developers, in part because they must first
evaluate what program variables need annotation and then choose
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annotations’ are sometimes also called ‘type hints’ [41].
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a correct type annotation, hence the name annotation burden [7].
But...how burdensome? Although many refer to the annotation
burden as a given, we lack an understanding of how accurately
and quickly developers create type annotations and therefore have
difficulty quantifying the benefits to developers.
This work presents an empirical study of 71 subjects to first
answer these foundational questions about type annotations:

BACKGROUND: PHYSICAL UNIT TYPES

This work is instantiated in the type domain of physical units of
measure and based on the SI unit system [5]. The SI units system
has seven base units each of which can itself be a type. Additionally,
the seven base units can be combined through multiplication and
division to make compound units, like kilogram-meter-squared-persecond-squared (kg m2 s−2 ), more commonly known as torque.
Physical units types have been explored in myriad efforts [14,
18, 20, 21, 42, 49, 52]. Not all variables belong to the type domain.
For example, boolean type variables do not have a physical units
type, while float variables can and often do represent a measured
quantity with real-world meaning, and therefore have a physical
unit type in addition to their data type (like float). Determining
whether a variable belongs in the physical unit type domain is part
of the annotation burden.
The type annotation process in the physical unit domain involves
extracting clues from variable names, comments, and mathematical
constraints. For example, a developer could infer that variable r in:

• RQ1 : How accurately do developers make type annotations?
• RQ2 : How long does a single correct annotation take?
To answer these questions, we design a study where we randomly
select code snippets from artifacts in the robotic/cyber-physical
domain. We then ask developers to annotate a variable by choosing
a physical unit type from a list of common domain types, and to
explain why they make the annotation. To our knowledge, this is
the first work to quantify the burden in making type annotations,
and in general this work contributes to the limited body of data on
code annotation.
We instantiate the type annotation task within the domain of
physical unit types as identified by Xiang et al.’s work on realworld types [53]. For example, a variable that represents a spring
constant in the real-world would be annotated with the physical
unit type newtons-per-meter (N m−1 ). The type system then checks,
for example, that variables of this type are only added or assigned
to other variables of this type. We choose this domain because
physical unit types are ubiquitous in robotic and cyber-physical
software, yet they are nearly always implicit, and the lack of explicit
typing causes many type inconsistencies [31, 33].
Because of the benefits of annotations, researchers have explored
automating the annotation process, including with automated annotation assistants. Vakilian et al. [50] found that annotation works
best when developers and automated tools work together. We imagine that automatic tools to suggest annotations will continue to
improve but occasionally make an incorrect suggestion. Therefore
this work also explores the impact of suggesting a type annotation:

dist_meters = r ∗ time_seconds ;
probably has the type meters-per-second (m s−1 ). A competent developer would note that the variables dist_meters and time_seconds probably have physical units types because of their names,
although the name r provides little help. Then a developer could
solve for the physical unit type of r using simple algebra, and perhaps rename r to rate_meters_per_second. However, sometimes
the name does not help, for example, the variable x in:
x = 0 . 0 1 ; / / 1 cm
does not hint a type but it likely has the type meters (m) because of
the comment.
Developers must choose a physical unit type from a large set
of possible types, but in practice, some units are more common
than others. Table 1 shows the most common unit types ordered
by decreasing frequency found in a large corpus of open source
robotic code [33].
For our empirical study, we use Table 1 as the list of possible
type annotations, with two additions: 1) NO UNITS, for scalars and
quantities that are not part of the type domain; and 2) OTHER, for
uncommon types like kilogram-meter-squared-per-second-cubedper-ampere (one of our answers, also known as voltage) and to
allow subjects to think beyond the choices provided. Including NO
UNITS is essential because deciding what should be typed is the
first part of the annotation burden.

• RQ3 : How beneficial to accuracy are correct suggestions and
how detrimental are incorrect suggestions?
To address this question, we apply to the study annotation questions one of three treatments: with no suggestion, with a correct
suggestion, and with an incorrect suggestion.
The key findings of this work are:
• Developers assign type annotations correctly only 51.4% of
the time.
• A developer takes on average 136.0 s to correctly annotate a
single variable.
• A correct suggestion reduces the risk of assigning a wrong
type by a factor of 0.40, while an incorrect suggestion increases the risk of annotating incorrectly by a factor of 2.66.
• Most subjects cite variable names alone as the clue to explain their annotation, while other subjects reference how
reasoning over code operations informs their decisions.
• State-of-the-art tools suggest few correct type annotations,
and identifying what variables need to be typed is valuable
to developers.

3

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe the type annotation task and reiterate our research questions. We then present our experimental
design and discuss how we constructed a test instrument with code
artifacts, and how we selected those artifacts. We then describe the
target population and how we recruited and pre-screened subjects
for the experiment. Next, we explain the experimental phases and
finally discuss the tools used during the experiment and analysis.
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After the subjects finalize their type annotation through the unit
selection, they are asked to provide an open-ended explanation for
their choice. We later use the explanations to help us understand
how subjects reason about type annotations, both when the type
annotation is correct and when incorrect.

Table 1: Common physical unit types from [33], in decreasing order of frequency. COVERED denotes whether any
question’s correct answer on the study was the type listed.
PHYSICAL UNIT TYPE
meters
second
quaternion

SI SYMBOL
m
s
q

radians-per-second

rad s−1
m s−1
rad
m s−2
kg m2 s−2
m2
deg°
rad s−2
m2 s−2
kg m s−2
kg s−2 A−1
◦C
kg s−2
kg m−1 s−2
lx
kg2 m−2 s−4

meters-per-second
radians
meters-per-second-squared
kilogram-meters-squared-per-second-squared
meters-squared
degrees (360)
radians-per-second-squared
meters-squared-per-second-squared
kilogram-meter-per-second-squared
kilogram-per-second-squared-per-ampere
Celsius
kilogram-per-second-squared
kilogram-per-meter-per-second-squared
lux
kilogram-squared-per-meter-squared-per-secondto-the-fourth

3.1

COVERED
✓

3.2

Experimental Design

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Type Annotation Task & Research
Questions

The type annotation task requires developers to make a type association between a variable and a type. We assess the type annotation
task through an online test where we show code snippets to subjects
and ask them to choose a physical type annotation for a specified
variable. As shown in Figure 1, a test question consists of a code
snippet, a highlighted variable, a text question, a suggestion (for
some questions), and a drop-down menu of physical unit types.
The drop-down box contains 21 type annotations from Table 1 in
random order from which subjects must select one. The code snippets used in this study vary in length from 4-57 lines, averaging
17.9 LOC and 2.9 comments as measured by cloc [9]. Of the test
questions, 14/20 show an entire function while six are truncated
so the code snippets fit onto one page. Test questions like the one
shown in Figure 1 are instances of the type annotation task that we
use to answer three RQs:

Figure 1: Sample test question. The yellow box on line 55 indicates the variable to be annotated. The test question shows
treatment T2 , a correct suggestion.
To address our research questions simultaneously, we design an
experiment involving instances of the annotation task described
earlier. In our experiment, we measure both response accuracy and
the time it takes the subject to select and submit an annotation.
Each test question, like the example shown in Figure 1, has one of
three treatments:
• T1 : No suggestion (control). A question with the suggestion
section not included.
• T2 : Correct suggestion. A question with a correct suggestion
immediately above the drop-down box, where the text of the
suggestion exactly matches one option in the drop-down.
The suggestion is accompanied by the caveat: łSUGGESTION
(Might not be correct).ž
• T3 : Incorrect suggestion. This treatment is identical to T2 except the suggestion is incorrect. The incorrect suggestion has
the same caveat as in T2 and matches one option in the dropdown box. This incorrect suggestion is chosen randomly
from Table 1 (excluding the correct answer and OTHER).
The measurements of accuracy and timing in response to T1 answer both RQ1 and RQ2 and also are the control for RQ3 . To address

• RQ1 : How accurately do developers make type annotations?
To answer this question we calculate the percentage of correct responses to a battery of type annotation tasks.
• RQ2 : How long does a single annotation take? To answer
this question we measure the time to complete the type
annotation task.
• RQ3 : How beneficial are correct suggestions to accuracy and
how detrimental are incorrect suggestions? To answer this
question we provide a single correct or incorrect suggestion
to some questions and measure the change in the percentage
of correct responses between questions without suggestions
and questions with suggestions.
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RQ3 , we compare the accuracy and time for test questions treated
with T1 to questions treated with T2 and T3 . In this experiment,
the independent variable is the suggestion, and the dependent
variables are annotation accuracy and time.
Our study uses a completely randomized design [22]. We group
ten questions into an annotation test (‘the main test’), and randomly
assign subjects to tests. We randomly apply a treatment to each
question and randomize question order for each subject. We ensure
that each test includes at least three questions of each treatment
type, to spread the treatments across subjects.

3.3

random subset of 10 questions randomly selected from the initial
pool of 20. We randomize question order per subject, and randomly
assign treatments T1 -T3 to questions, retaining a balanced number
of treatments per test.
A version of the test instrument with all 20 test questions can
be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1311901.

3.4

Subject Sample Population

The sample population is users with programming experience recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk is an
online marketplace for labor that is increasingly popular for behavior research [25] and has an extensive usage in software engineering
[10, 24, 44]. Finding subjects on MTurk is not without risks (especially in demographics) [19] but has been shown to be ‘appropriate’
for research requiring diverse cognition [17]. The MTurk mechanism allows for ‘exclusion criterion’ to pre-screen subjects based
on a demonstrated ability to complete MTurk tasks successfully.
Following recommended practices [47], we pre-screen subjects
by requiring them to have completed >500 tasks with >90% approval in their MTurk history, and further screen subjects by requiring them to pass a pretest of type annotations. We pay subjects
a fixed amount for the pretest ($2 USD) and main test ($10 USD)
regardless of accuracy, since this has been shown to have little
impact on quality among MTurk workers [26]. We tell the subjects
not to rush, that they would be judged based on the accuracy of
their responses, to provide good explanations, and to watch for
random ‘attention checks’ [15] because this has been shown to
increase performance.

Test Instrument Details

Question Timing, Explanations, and Code Artifacts. Questions include a snippet of a code artifact as shown in Figure 1.
Each annotation question is instrumented to collect timing information, specifically the duration from when the question is loaded
to when the subjects finalize their answer.
As explained earlier, after the subjects finalize their answer to
a type annotation test question, we ask them to explain why they
chose that type in an open-ended question. We want to record
explanations to understand how subjects reason about choosing
an annotation type and what differentiates correct from incorrect
responses. The time to write the explanation is not included in the
time to annotate.
The code artifacts come from a corpus of open-source robotic
and cyber-physical code repositories identified in [33] encompassing a wide variety of applications. The corpus contains 797, 410 C++
files from 3, 484 GitHub repositories that build against the Robot
Operating System (ROS) [37], a robotic middleware with many ‘real
world types.’ From those files, we ran the tool Phriky [32] to identify 31, 928 files with physical unit type variables. After excluding
test files and those that did not compile, we randomly select a file,
and starting from the top, we manually identify the first function
with unit types and make a judgement about whether the function
is sufficiently complex, meaning that it contains either interaction
between physical units or compound physical unit types (see Section 2). Within such functions, we randomly select a single variable
with a physical unit type. We repeat this process until we have
20 artifacts, and each artifact was reviewed by at least two of the
authors. Finally, we cross-check the annotations one more time
before the test and one more time during the test instrument evaluation phase. Table 1 shows the resulting distribution of physical
unit types within the code artifacts we study.
Suggestions. For treatment T2 , the 21 types in the drop-down menu
are the 19 most common physical units found in a corpus of robotic
code plus NO UNITS and OTHER (see Section 2). For treatment T3 ,
the incorrect suggestion is randomly selected from Table 1 minus
the correct answer and OTHER. Suggestions are randomized per test,
so each question has a variety of incorrect suggestions across tests.
Type Annotation Options. At the bottom of Figure 1 is a dropdown menu with annotation type choices. Every question, regardless of treatment, had the same type annotation options in a dropdown menu, with the order randomized for every question to mitigate the threat of response order bias [16].
Tests. We have a pool of 20 artifacts, each with a unique code
snippet and correct answer. We compose 20 tests with a different

Table 2: Demographics for 71 Subjects.
YEARS
EXPERIENCE

PROGRAMMING
C, C++, C#, Java

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS,
CYBER-PHYSICAL, ROBOTICS

<1

17 (24%)

53 (75%)

1−5

37 (52%)

15 (21%)

5+

17 (24%)

3 (4%)

At the beginning of the pretest, we ask three demographic questions about experience with programming languages, robotics, and
type annotations. We want to determine if subject demographics
would influence responses and to get a sense of who was participating in the study. The first question relates to programming
languages: łHow many years of programming experience in languages like C, C++, C#, Java?ž The second asks about embedded
system programming: łYears of experience programming embedded
systems or robotic systems or cyber-physical systems (Things that
move or sense)?ž Table 2 shows a summary of the responses for the
71 subjects who completed the main test. As shown in the table,
37/71 (52%) of subjects indicate 1-5 years experience with (mostly)
statically typed languages, and 18/71 (25%) have more than one
year of experience with robotic or embedded programming. The
third question (Yes/No) asks: łHave you used any code annotation
frameworks?ž 13/71 subjects (17%) indicate the previous usage of
annotation frameworks and name tools such as ‘SAL/MSDN’, ‘Resharper/Jetbrains’, and ‘JSR 308’. We revisit the impact of
these demographic factors in Section 4.
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Tools

4

RESULTS

In conducting these experiments, we use several off-the-shelf tools:
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk)[1] is used to recruit and
pay subjects both for the pretest and the main tests. We ensure
subjects anonymity as required by our Institutional Review Board
(IRB# 20170817412EX) by tracking only the MTurk worker ID.
Qualtrics [3] is used to create and deploy the test instruments, randomize test question order per subject, instrument the questions to
record timing information, record responses, and generate a unique
completion code used to pay subjects. We configure Qualtrics to
prevent the same IP address from submitting multiple responses.
R (Statistical Programming Language)[38] is used for data analysis, including the multinom function from the nnet package [51]
to build binomial log-linear response models, and the binom package [11] to calculate binomial confidence intervals. We perform
ANOVA on timing questions using R’s aov function.
Clang-format [2] is used to standardize the code formatting of
the snippets shown to subjects.

We first address the accuracy of responses with no suggestions (T1 ,
the control treatment) and examine how subjects’ demographics
impact accuracy, then examine T1 ’s timing and compare correct
responses to incorrect responses. Next, we explore the impact of
suggestions on accuracy (treatments T2 and T3 , respectively) and
then examine annotation timing by question difficulty. Finally, we
summarize the clues subjects reported using to choose a type.

3.6

Table 3 shows detailed statistics for accuracy under treatment T1 .
As shown in the table, there is a wide range of accuracy based on
the question. Based on the accuracy of test questions that received
treatment T1 , we grouped questions into three difficulty levels: Easy
100 − 75%, Medium 75 − 25%, Hard 25 − 0%.
Figure 5 shows the range of accuracy for each difficulty group
of T1 (no suggestion). We make this grouping primarily to see if
question difficulty correlates to the time necessary to assign a type.
Previous Experience Has Little Impact On Accuracy. Subject’s
previous experience with programming languages, robotics/cyberphysical systems, and experience with annotations (described in
Section 3.4) does not have a significant impact on accuracy. Subjects
with 5+ years of programming experience (N = 17) have a slightly
higher mean accuracy (56%) than other subjects (50% for 1 − 5
years N = 37, 50% for < 1 years N = 17), but without significance
(p = 0.554). Surprisingly, subjects with the least experience with
robotics/cyber-physical have the highest accuracy (53%, N = 53)
compared other subjects (45% for 1 − 5 years N = 15, 50% for 5+
years N = 3), but that is within the noise (p = 0.829).
Physical Unit Complexity Has Little Impact On Accuracy.
Physical unit types in the SI System have both base unit types
(like meters) and compound units types (like kilogram-meters-persecond-squared), described in Section 2. The increasing complexity
of compound types did not appear to correlate to inaccuracy. For
example, the correct answer to Q 19 and Q 20 is the simple physical
unit type radian, yet subjects incorrectly annotate this question
more than any other, 10/12 times, while the slightly more complex quaternion on Q 12 is never incorrectly annotated, likely because the variable in Q 12 is assigned from the well-named function
convertPlanarPhi2Quaternion(). Similarly, compound physical
units like kilogram-meter-squared-per-second-squared on Q 17 is incorrect 5/6 times, while the similar compound units kilogram-persecond-squared is answered incorrectly 4/10 times in Q 2 . Overall, the
complexity inherent in the physical unit type seems less important
than the surrounding clues, especially good variable names.

4.1

RQ1 Results: Accuracy

For test questions under treatment T1 , with no suggestions, subjects
correctly annotate 71/138 (51%), as shown in Figure 3. The figure
shows the mean and a 95% binomial proportion confidence interval
of ±8.5% (Agresti-Coull) [4].
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

ACCURACY

Figure 3: Annotation accuracy for control treatment T1 .

Study Phases

We conducted the study in two phases:
Phase 1: Test Instrument Evaluation and Refinement. In this
phase, we iteratively evaluate the test instruments on 27 subjects,
each test with ten questions without suggestions. Based on this
evaluation, we: 1) replaced two trivially easy questions; 2) refined
the suggestion wording (łMight not be correctž) and pretest demographic instructions (łNOT GRADED OR SCORED,ž as recommended
by best practices for MTurk in [19]); 3) verified our annotations; 4)
added visual highlights to the variables to be annotated; 5) randomized the question order per test; and, 6) added a required explanation
textbox field for every annotation. None of the data acquired in this
phase is included in our results, and the 27 evaluation subjects are
not eligible to take the main test.

Figure 2: Code snippet used in the pretest.
Phase 2: Test Instrument Deployment of Pretest & Main Test.
We require subjects to pass a pretest. In the pretest, all subjects
read two practice questions that serve as a tutorial and then must
correctly answer two annotation questions. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of a question from the pretest. The correct type assignment,
meters-per-second, can be inferred from the variable name or the
name of the variable assigned to it. In total 1431 subjects started
the pretest, but only 487 finished it, indicating that many subjects
opted out of the task. Of those that finished the pretest, 30.7% of
subjects (145/472) passed the pretest.
After passing the pretest, 49.0% of subjects (71/145) took the
main test, which they had to start within 4 hours of the pretest and
then had 2 hours to complete. We paid each main-test subject $10
(USD). We received 417 total responses to the main test.2
2 The eagle-eyed reader will notice we have 71 subjects who took a 10 question test, yet

RQ1 Accuracy Results: Manually assigning type annotations is
error-prone (51% accurate, ±8.5%).

have only 417 responses. We had to exclude 293 responses because the test question
order was accidentally not randomized early in this phase.
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RQ2 Results: Timing

Subjects take an average of 136.0 s (median=108.6 s) to make a
single correct type annotation. The results for annotation times
are shown in Figure 4, grouped by question difficulty and correctness. Correct annotations are slightly faster than incorrect
ones (mean=169.2 s) but not significantly faster (p = 0.184). As
shown in the figure, the average time to assign a type annotation (for All) is nearly the same whether correct or incorrect,
with slightly more variance for incorrect answers. Hard questions (mean=219.7 s) tend to take longer to answer correctly than
Easy questions (mean=112.3 s), but without statistical significance
(p = 0.282), likely because few Hard questions were answered
correctly (we would have needed several more hard questions to
have enough statistical power).

The timing data includes outliers, because our test mechanism has
a long time-bound (2 hours). We cap the value of 8/147 timing outliers using Tukey’s interquartile ‘gate’ range method [48]. Tukey’s
method identifies outliers using a scaling factor k times the interquartile range plus the third quartile, and suggests k = 3 [28].
We use an even more conservative k = 6 to identify outliers to
cap (for upper and lower quartiles Q1 and Q3, we cap values above
Q3 +k(Q3 −Q1) with k = 6). In total, we cap question times greater
than 961.6 s to the sample mean’s 95% value, 529.1 s.

●●

ALL

●

● ●
●

●

EASY

RESPONSE

●●

RQ2 Timing Results: assigning type annotations is timeintensive (mean=136.0 s, median=108.6 s per variable).

CORRECT
●

MEDIUM

●
●

INCORRECT

HARD
0

100

200
300
SECONDS

400

500

Figure 4: Time to complete a single annotation, separated by
question difficulty and correctness annotation.
Table 3: Accuracy and time for questions by treatment.
CONTROL
Q#

12
9
5
15

DIFFICULTY

TREATMENTS

T1 NO SUGGESTION
Correct
Time (s)
% Fraction Mean Median

T2 CORRECT SUGGESTION
Correct
Time (s)
% Fraction Mean Median

T3 INCORRECT SUGGESTION
Correct
Time (s)
% Fraction Mean Median

Easy

100
90
83
83

All Easy

89

25

⁄28

124

88

82

23

⁄28

141

70

36

10

⁄28

124

74

⁄6
⁄6
4⁄
6
7⁄
11
6⁄
10
6⁄
10
3⁄
6
3⁄
7
2⁄
6
2⁄
6
2⁄
6

153
134
64
130
120
302
226
87
151
106
167

102
130
65
141
105
233
103
105
128
101
50

80
75
90
90
33
83
80
83
83
67
100

⁄10
⁄8
9⁄
10
9⁄
10
2⁄
6
5⁄
6
8⁄
10
5⁄
6
5⁄
6
4⁄
6
6⁄
6

151
156
200
98
75
202
155
97
175
75
126

105
103
72
79
54
139
153
100
78
42
125

20
50
33
33
20
17
17
33
67
0
33

2

Medium

67
67
67
64
60
60
50
43
33
33
33

8

⁄10
⁄6
2⁄
6
2⁄
6
2⁄
10
1⁄
6
1⁄
6
2⁄
6
4⁄
6
0⁄
6
2⁄
6

223
146
104
163
72
150
86
184
107
75
264

146
76
77
103
58
123
69
184
99
53
218

All Medium

51

41

⁄80

153

112

77

65

⁄84

140

90

28

21

⁄74

143

108

⁄6
⁄6
1⁄
6
1⁄
6
1⁄
6

245
130
54
213
234

188
90
32
201
196

67
50
33
50
50

4

⁄6
⁄6
2⁄
6
3⁄
6
3⁄
6

56
99
198
90
231

52
67
126
85
168

40
0
57
17
0

4

Hard

17
17
17
17
17

1

⁄10
⁄6
4⁄
7
1⁄
6
0⁄
6

258
156
233
174
111

175
146
111
83
84

All Hard

17

5

⁄30

175

118

50

15

⁄30

135

91

23

8

⁄35

196

99

All Questions

51

71

⁄138

152

109

73

103

⁄142

139

86

28

39

⁄137

153

98

4
6
16
8
2
3
7
10
11
14
18
1
13
17
19
20

⁄6
⁄10
5⁄
6
5⁄
6

76
113
144
169

70
90
82
141

83
80
83
83

6

9

4
4

1

194

⁄6
⁄10
5⁄
6
5⁄
6

111
112
237
122

36
70
155
103

33
67
17
40

⁄6
⁄6
1⁄
6
4⁄
10

162
93
116
125

121
68
49
102

5
8

6

3

2
4

3
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Table 4: Accuracy by treatment. ‘Risk Ratio’ lines show a multiplication factor indicating the likelihood
of an incorrect type annotation with a 95% confidence interval. A Risk Ratio of 2 means twice as likely.
TREATMENT

% CORRECT

RESPONSES

SUBJECTS

51
73
28

138
142
137

71
69
58

T1 No Suggestion (Control)
T2 Correct Suggestion
T3 Incorrect Suggestion

0.0003
0.0001
0

4.3

p -VALUE

RISK RATIO OF INCORRECT TYPE ANNOTATION

RQ3 Results: Impact of Suggestions on
Accuracy

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

The most common incorrect annotation for T2 (14/39) and T3
(28/98) was NO UNITS, meaning users infer that the units canceled
out or that the correct answer was a scalar. The next most common
incorrect annotations are meters (T2 4/39, T3 12/98) and OTHER (T2
3/39, T3 7/98).
Figure 5 shows the range of accuracy for all treatments by question difficulty. As shown in the figure, an incorrect suggestion T3
reduces accuracy for Easy (−53%) and Medium (−49%) questions
with little impact on Hard questions. Correct suggestions T2 benefit all questions compared to T1 , with similar improvements for
Hard (+33%) and Medium (+26%) questions, while only helping
Easy questions by +7%.

RQ3 considers the impact of a single suggestion on the accuracy
and timing of type annotations.
As discussed in Section 3.2, subjects are supplied with a type annotation suggestion immediately below the question text as shown
in Figure 1, either correct (T2 ) or incorrect (T3 ). To measure the
significance of the impact of suggestions we fit a binomial loglinear response model (‘the model’). We use a binomial response
model because the test question responses are either correct = 1
or incorrect = 0. The output of the model includes the risk ratio
by treatment. The risk ratio is used in log-linear models to quantify the likelihood of a binomial response. A risk ratio >1 in our
study means an increased risk of assigning an incorrect type when
compared to the control (T1 ).
As shown in Table 4, a correct suggestion T2 decreases the risk
of annotating incorrectly (p = 0.0001) compared to T1 . The model
predicts that T2 reduces the risk of assigning a wrong type by a 0.40
(0.24-0.66, 95% confidence). An incorrect suggestion T3 increases
the risk of annotating incorrectly (p = 0.0003) compared to T1 . The
model predicts that T3 increases the risk of assigning a wrong type
by 2.66 (1.62-4.39, 95% confidence).
These p-values indicate that treatments T2 and T3 have a significant impact on annotation accuracy. Treatments T2 and T3 are also
significantly different from each other (p = 1.281e − 12).
For treatment T3 (incorrect suggestion), of the 71 subjects providing 137 responses, 98 responses are incorrect. Of these, 30/98 (31%)
responses ‘took the bait’ of using the provided incorrect suggestion.
Regarding subjects, this corresponds to 22/71 (31%) that used an
incorrect suggestion for an annotation.

RQ3 Accuracy Results: Incorrect suggestions increase the risk of
incorrect annotations by a factor of 2.66, while correct suggestions
reduce the risk of incorrect annotations by a factor of 0.40, an
approximately equal but opposite impact on annotation accuracy.

4.4

RQ3 Results: Impact of Suggestions on Time

Figure 6 shows the impact of a suggestion on the time required to
provide a correct annotation. The three difficulty levels are shown
along with the category All. For the group All, correct annotations are fastest in T2 (correct suggestion, mean=126.1 s), compared
to 33% longer with T3 (incorrect suggestions, mean=168.5 s)) and
8% longer with T1 (no suggestion, mean=136.0 s). The difference
between the time between T2 and T3 is not significant (p = 0.220).
Correct suggestions have the least impact on the timing of Easy
questions. This small impact makes sense intuitively since Easy
questions benefit less from a suggestion. Correct suggestions tend to

●

NO SUGGESTION

● EASY
●

CORRECT SUGGESTION

MEDIUM
HARD

●

INCORRECT SUGGESTION

0.00

0.25

0.50
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0.75

1.00

Figure 5: Accuracy by treatment and difficulty, showing 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 6: Timing by difficulty and treatment for correct responses.

reduce the time required for Hard questions, as shown in Figure 6,
although without statistical significance that we attribute to having
few correct Hard answers. Incorrect suggestions T3 tend to increase
the time to annotate both Medium and Hard questions, but without
significance.

Math reasoning and names were frequently used when explaining
the correct answers. For example, this is an explanation for a correct
answer to the question in Figure 1:
Q 4 : vx * cos(th) - vy * sin(th) will give a quantity in m /
s. Since dt is a quantity in seconds, multiplying by that
will yield meters.

RQ3 Timing Results: Although a definitive answer requires further study, correct suggestions appear to decrease the time for
correct annotations the most for Hard type annotations.

4.5

●
●
●
●●

Errors due to poor math reasoning were present but less frequent
than we expected. As an example, for the same question we find:
Q 4 : Meters per second times dt would cause the seconds
to cancel out and the meters to square

Clues for Choosing a Type

Sections 4.1ś4.3 provided a quantitative analysis of the responses,
revealing an accuracy of 51% which was surprisingly low and which
led us to further explore the clues that led developers to choose
a particular type. We conducted this exploration by collecting all
the explanations provided by the developers on all their responses
and analyzing them using a Grounded Theory [45] approach. We
categorized the answers based on what we perceived were common
patterns, reorganizing the clusters during iterative phases as new
and better patterns emerged. During the first iteration, we applied
twelve labels. After three iterations, we converged to six clusters
and assigned them a label, as shown in Table 5, discriminated by
correctness and treatment.
The most common clue used by developers for both, correct and
incorrect answers, for T1 was variable ‘names only’, used for 71/138
(51%) of all annotations. The caveat is that although all variables
had a name, not all of the code snippets included comments or
mathematical operations (we discuss them next). But at least from
a qualitative point of view, we note that the explanations tended to
convey the value of meaningful identifiers:

Where łcause...the meters to squarež is incorrect.
Code comments were also used as effective clues, with more
correct (N = 11) than incorrect answers (N = 3). We note that only
two questions (Q 6 and Q 8 ) contained clues in comments, which
may be representative of how common comments are in spite of
their value for inferring types. Incorrect answers for treatment T1
were common for variables not in the type domain (NO UNITS) as
subjects did not seem able to gather enough clues to determine that
the type system even applied.
Five respondents explicitly stated that the suggestions from T2
helped, and 12 respondents stated that they were misguided by
T3 . These values, however, constitute lower bounds as subjects
may not have confided us with the full extent to which they use
the suggestion. Still, the fact that for T3 30/98 (31%) of incorrect
answers matched the incorrect suggestion we provided illustrates
the large potential impact of suggestions on developers’ actions.
Qualitative Results: The main clues for type selection are variable names and reasoning over mathematical operations.

Q 17 : At least I hope ‘torque’ is referring to torque.

Table 5: Summary of type annotation explanations for 417 answers.
EXPLANATION CATEGORY
names only
math reasoning and names
code comments
not in type domain (NO UNITS)
used suggestion
type depends on input

CORRECT RESPONSES
T1
T2
T3
36
54
17
20
24
18
11
9
2
4
10
1
5
-
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INCORRECT RESPONSES
T1
T2
T3
35
20
44
5
4
12
3
19
13
25
12
5
2
2
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5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
5.1 External Threats

Test Time Window. We measure the time to complete annotation
questions but allow a large time window (2 hours) to complete the
whole test, during which subjects might take breaks or do other
tasks, or take the entire allotted time to find the correct answer
(‘ceiling effect’), resulting in longer times to answer annotation
questions. Therefore our timing values might over-approximate the
time to assign a type annotation. We mitigate this threat by identifying and capping timing outliers. More importantly, our timing
only captures annotation time, but we recognize that developer’s
time may be spent in, for example, pursuing leads generated by
incorrect annotations.

Subjects Might Not Represent Developers. We mitigate this
hazard by requiring respondents to complete a pretest that at least
shows that respondents could understand the task, read code, and
correctly identify the physical units that should be assigned to program variables during annotation. Since subjects were not specifically trained to make type annotations, our accuracy measurements
likely under-approximates the performance of trained developers.
Annotation Task Fidelity. The annotation task defined in Section 3 with physical unit types in C++ might not generalize other
type annotations. First, type systems vary in complexity, and physical unit types might be more or less complicated/time-consuming
than all type systems in general. We observe that type annotation requires developer time and involves reasoning about both
the type system and how types interact with the code. Second,
our study examines type annotations made by non-authors, likely
under-approximating our accuracy measurements. Observing code
authors could improve fidelity in follow-on work.

5.3

Statistical Significance. We do not have enough subjects (N = 71)
to find statistical significance for some of our hypotheses that have
clear trends, because we exhausted the resources available to get
more subjects at this time and unanticipated data distribution across
some of the factors we considered. For example, the time consumed
by questions of different difficulty was not found to be statistically
significant because there were few Hard questions with correct
responses. Further, this data distribution does not have statistical
significance when segmenting responses by demographics. In the
future, we will address such limitations by deploying more tests
and by monitoring the results to reassign questions to subjects to
even out the desired distributions.

Unrepresentative Code Artifacts. The code artifacts might not
represent code that needs type annotation more generally. We
mitigate this threat by selecting artifacts randomly from a large
corpus (5.9 M LOC), although all our samples are for a stronglytyped language (C++). We limited the scope of analysis to a function,
the accuracy and time might be different for bigger scopes.

5.2

Conclusion Threats

6

Internal Threats

Subjects Recruited Through MTurk. We recruited subjects through
MTurk, and [19] indicates MTurk subjects might falsify demographic information to participate in online tests. We mitigate this
threat by clearly stating on the pretest that demographic question
are łNOT GRADED OR SCORED.ž We also filtered subjects and
provided incentives for them to take the task seriously.
Code Context Bias. Bias introduced by our artifacts, including
the amount of context or the variety of physical unit types. We
mitigate this threat by showing the entire function when feasible
and testing the questions during an evaluation phase to make sure
it was possible to choose the correct type annotation with the
available information.
Test Instrument Format. The question and suggestion format,
as provided, does not reflect the full context on how a developer
operates in reality and may have affected the subjects in ways we
did not anticipate. The test instrumentation and refinement phase
helped mitigate this threat.
Physical Unit Type Common Names. Common names for physical unit types like force (instead of kilogram-meters-per-secondsquared) are not an option in the drop-down box. We mitigate this
threat by examining every explanation. If subjects identified an
equivalent common name for the physical unit type, and answered
OTHER or said they could not find the units in the drop-down box,
we consider the answer as correct. We considered 7/417 answers
as correct because of a common name.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Section 4.3 indicated that type annotation suggestions can have a
significant impact on accuracy. Building on that insight, we briefly
explore the performance of a type annotation tool for the same type
domain, physical units. More specifically, we select the open-source
tool Phriky [32] (version 1.0.0) that analyzes C++ written for the
Robot Operating System (ROS). We selected Phriky because it is
open-source, operates on ROS C++ code, is state-of-the-art, and can
automatically suggest physical unit types for some program variables. For example, in Figure 2, lines 18-19 define a structure msg of
type geometry_msgs::Twist. Phriky has a lookup table mapping
the attributes of this message class to physical units. This mapping
enables Phriky to infer in line 20 that the attribute msg.linear.x
has the physical unit type meters-per-second.
Table 6 shows the tool Phriky’s physical unit type predictions
for each variable that was used in a test question. We obtained
these suggestions by running Phriky --debug-print-ast on each
file containing the code snippets used in the test, and recording
what physical unit type is assigned to the variable. As shown in
the Table, Phriky makes a suggestion for only 7/20 (35%) of the
variables, correct type suggestions for 5/20 (25%) of variables, and
incorrect suggestions for 2/20 (10%) of variables. Existing tools have
an opportunity to address some of the challenges.
The implications for tools developers include:
• As Figure 5 shows, correct suggestions are most beneficial
for Hard type annotations, and therefore tool developers
will have a greater impact making correct suggestions in
Hard cases.
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Table 6: Correct types for each question compared to Phriky
units annotations. Ordered by question difficulty.
Q#
12
9
5
15
4
6
16
8
2
3
7
10
11
14
18
1
13
17
19
20

Difficulty Variable Name

Easy

Medium

Hard

pose.orientation
delta_d
robotSpeed.angular.z
x2
delta_x
w
av
path_move_tol_
springConstant
ratio_to_consume
x
wrench_out.wrench.force.y
data->gyro_z;
xi
motor_.voltage[1]
return
angular_velocity_covariance
torque
anglesmsg.z
dyaw

Correct
Type

q
m
rad s−1
m2
m
rad s−1
rad s−1
m
kg s−2
NO UNITS
NO UNITS
kg m s−2
m s−2
m
other
m
rad s−2
kg m2 s−2
rad
rad

and 135.8 s for Flow. We measured an uncannily similar 136.0 s for
a single type annotation, even though the task, language, skill level,
and type domain are different. Like their work, we are interested
in the cost of type annotation, but unlike their work, we measure
the time for a population of 71 individuals and not the three authors themselves. Xiang et al. propose a kind of program analysis
with ’Real-World Types’ [53]. This analysis requires that an analyst
examine all program tokens to decide what needs to be annotated.

Phriky
Suggestion

✓
✓
✗

Type Annotation Tools and Suggestions. Nimmer and Ernst
evaluated the factors that made an annotation assistant useful [30].
Like their work, we perform an empirical evaluation, and unlike
their work, we focus on type annotations instead of assertions.
The type qualifier tool Cascade shows better results by involving
programmers rather than by automatic inference alone [50]. Like
their work, we consider automatic inference mixed with developer
input to be a natural next step. Parnin and Orso’s work on automatic
suggestions in fault isolation [34] showed that when a tool makes
multiple suggestions to a developer, only the first suggestion is
likely to be used. We likewise make only one suggestion and leave
for future work a study of multiple suggestions.

✓
✓

✗
✓

8

• Finding variables that likely need type annotations is valuable because developers struggle to know what variables
belong to the type domain.

This work contributes a rich characterization of type annotation
accuracy and cost. Our findings reveal that user annotations are
wrong almost half of the time and that correctly annotating a single variable takes on average more than two minutes. Through a
qualitative analysis of the annotation explanations, we find that
variable naming and reasoning over the space of operations on
the types were the most common culprits of incorrect annotations.
Given the challenge of correctly annotating code, there is significant potential for automated tools to reduce this burden; however,
they could misguide the developer if the suggestions are incorrect.
Further, existing tools that provide such automation only cover a
small portion of the annotation space.
In the future, we will broaden the context of this study to include
richer kinds of annotations over larger scopes to determine when
our findings generalize. This would help to further close the gap
in our understanding of the costs and benefits of annotations. We
would also like to consider the follow-up phase, when the annotations are consumed by either the developer or another tool, to
more precisely understand the cost of incorrect annotations and
the number of correct annotations that are needed to receive tangible benefits. Last, we would like to build on existing techniques
and tools for automating type suggestions, especially to cover a
greater portion of the annotation space and to explore hybrid annotation mechanisms, all while taking into consideration the baseline
accuracy and cost identified in this paper.

• Evidence that implies a type might also suggest a new variable name with better type clues.
• Suggest a type only when >50% confident, because incorrect
suggestions hurt as much as correct suggestions help.

7

CONCLUSION

RELATED WORK

Empirical Studies of Types Systems. Several empirical studies
confirm the benefits of type systems. Prechelt and Tichy [36] compared the impact of static type checking on student programmers
using ANSI C and K&R, where ANSI C’s compiler type checked
procedure arguments and found fewer defects in programs written
with static type checking. Like this work, we are interested in the
empirical measurement of types, but unlike this work, we use existing code artifacts instead of new ones. Various efforts [13, 23, 27, 46]
claimed static typing improves reliability, maintainability, and understandability of statically typed programs in comparison to dynamic types. While those works weighed the costs and benefits of
type systems, we focus on the costs of the type annotation process.
Type names, even without type checking, improve the usability of
APIs [43], and Rojas and Fraser [8] emphasized the importance of
semantically useful names. We likewise find that variable names
contain informative clues, but unlike their work, we also find that
a misunderstood name can lead to incorrect type annotations.
Type Annotations. Gao, Bird, and Barr [12] examined how type
annotations can detect bugs in JavaScript, and quantified the annotation burden in terms of a time tax and token tax. The authors
measured their own annotation effort and reported the time and
number of tokens to annotate to detect one bug. Using their token
tax (token-annotation-per-bug) and time tax (time-per-bug), we
infer their time per single annotation to be 127.8 s for TypeScript
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